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main aisa hi hoon movie is an epic war story that follows the journey of two brothers, one who is born with a disability and the other who has no such handicap. the film revolves around the
relationship between the disabled and the non-disabled brother and their impact on each other. as the two brothers grow up, their personality traits clash, making for an interesting journey.
the story is powerful, touching and emotional. the scenes of the disabled brother in the wheelchair and the non-disabled brother play an important part in the film. main aisa hi hoon movie
torrent, full movie download online free. it is one of the upcoming hindi movies and it is an upcoming movie in 2019. it’s expected to release on january 19, 2019. the movie is directed by
anees bazmee. the official trailer of the movie is already released and it is expected to release on the same day. the official teaser of the movie was released on december 13, 2018. the
music of the movie is composed by vishal shekhar. the lyrics are written by kumaar and shabbir ahmed. the movie is produced by ronnie screwvala and anand tiwari under the banner of

nainital dreams. the movie also stars ashmit patel, sudha chandran, anand tiwari, ekta kapoor, sunny deol, rishi kapoor, arjun mathur, gaurav kapoor, and ileana d’cruz. the special
appearance of the actors in the movie is as follows: akshay kumar, arjun kapoor, anushka sharma, ankit tiwari, anupam kher, boman irani, daljeet kaur, kapil sharma, kajol, karisma kapoor,

kriti sanon, kunal kemmu, manoj pahwa, naseeruddin shah, rishi kapoor, siddharth malhotra, smita jaykar, suniel shetty, tinnu anand, and varun dhawan.
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